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Thank you Hans for that kind and gracious introduction. We are deeply honored to have

been asked by Bibi Day to speak at the opening session of the first Robert A. Good

Immunology Symposium. It is with deep humility that we come before such an illustrious

faculty and assembled delegates. There are no words to describe how moved we are that

this session is dedicated to our son, Jeffrey. What a great honor.

We first met Dr. Good in 1975 when our son Jeffrey was 5 years old. He had already

been diagnosed with Hypogammaglobulinenemia.

He was treated superbly by his doctors, many of whom are here with us today. We asked

Jeffrey’s doctors to reach out to the greatest experts, anywhere in the world, on this

disease; especially experts on the specific B cell complexities that affected our son.

In our quest for answers, we eventually reached Dr. Joshua Lederberg who, at the time,

was President of Rockefeller University. To our surprise, he told us that the greatest expert,

anywhere in the world on Primary Immunodeficiencies, was not half way around the globe

but, in fact, was only two city blocks from our home. Of course he was talking about

Dr. Robert A. Good, President of the Sloan Kettering Cancer Institute.

Dr. Good took our call, met with Jeffrey, and monitored Jeffrey’s progress over many

years. Doctor and patient got along famously. Both of them were constantly filled with

energy and enthusiasm. Dr. Good gave Fred and I the confidence to share a normal life

with our son. Jeffrey did well in school, played sports, traveled, enjoyed summer camp, and

even had a girlfriend. But repeated episodes of high fever, multiple hospitalizations, and

eventually serious bouts of pneumonia were too much for Jeffrey to overcome and he lost

his courageous battle at the age of 15.

Throughout those years, we never met another family and Jeffrey never met another child

facing this condition. We were sure that he was the only one. A few months after we lost

Jeffrey, with the urging of family and friends to do something to remember his life, we
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established the Jeffrey Modell Foundation. Almost immediately, we began to hear from

families across the nation and even from other parts of the world that were going through some

of the same things we had experienced. It was at a time where there was very little research;

virtually no funding and few treatments were available. There were no cures and little hope.

We set out on an uncertain course, a passionate journey committed to changing that

landscape by building greater awareness, finding more meaningful treatments and ulti-

mately, by finding cures for PI. We became close friends with Bob and Bibi, often sharing

wonderful, very stimulating evenings in New York. They both helped us to eventually

structure the JMF mission to include:

– Basic and clinical research

– Physician education

– Patient support

– Public awareness and

– Government advocacy

We learned, soon enough, that the kind of immunodeficiency that took Jeffrey’s life needed

to be addressed at the highest levels. We reached out to government, visited every Senate

Office, called on most of the Congress, NIH Directors, the CDC, and other healthcare

agencies, to generate attention about these diseases.

Together with Dr. Anthony Fauci, at NIAID, we created a working partnership and

developed program announcements and RFPs that were subjected to the rigorous NIH peer

review processes. We helped to fund an unique, for its time, multi-million dollar research

program, which ran for 5 years. Since that time, we have established 25 Jeffrey Modell

Diagnostic and Research Centers in the United States, Canada, Europe, Asia and the

Middle East. There is also a JM network of more than 118 Referral Centers worldwide.

Soon, we will begin construction of the Jeffrey Modell Immunology Center at Harvard

Medical School, the only one of its kind in the world today. The Center will be home to the

Robert A. Good Library which will help ‘bring to life’ Bob Good’s tremendous

achievements and accomplishments.

Our Foundation has partnered with the CDC to create a successful and well received

Public Service Advertising Campaign, broadly reaching out to the public and important,

underserved, minorities. We have organized more than 30 continuing medical education

symposia, conferences and lectures in the United States and Europe reaching out to pri-

mary care physicians and sub-specialists to help ensure the earliest possible precise

diagnoses of PI. Since 1994, we have organized the biannual WHO/IUIS Expert meeting

on Primary Immunodeficiencies to be held this June 6–10th in Jackson Hole, Wyoming.

The JMF, in consultation with our Board of Medical Advisors, creates and distributes

educational materials including the 10 Warning Signs and 4 Stage Physician Algorithm

which has been translated into 20 languages and distributed in 25 countries. We developed a

colorful and educational poster about the immune system and how it works. JMF publications

reach primary care physicians, sub-specialists, nurses, daycare centers and others in the health

care industry. The Foundation has organized more than 30 KIDS Days in communities across

the United States and in China. These fun-filled events bring families and professionals alike

together to share their experiences, ask questions and get answers and to meet new friends.

As a result of these programs, our Centers report, during a 12-month period; a 98%

increase in diagnosed patients, a 77% increase in patients receiving appropriate treatment, a

79% increase in patient referrals and an impressive 492% increase in the number of diag-
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nostic test performed. Equally impressive is the fact that during that same period of time the

JMF website INFO4PI received six million hits and the Hotline received 10,000 calls [1].

The campaign is working. All of these accomplishments are gratifying, but our journey

is not finished. We are very fulfilled by what we have been able to achieve to date, but

more importantly, we are filled with optimism and renewed enthusiasm for the future.
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